
Buffy RPG / Lin Kuei "Forest Demon"

Forest Demon
Name: Lin Kuei                                 DOB: 26/2/2024

Actor: Mark Dacascos                     DOB: 26/2/1964

Character Type: Champion

Life Points: 85        Drama Points: 10 

Attributes (20 + 9 from Drawbacks) = 29 

Strength 8 (3 Levels Part of Adept Quality)

Dexterity 7 (2 Levels Part of Adept Quality)

Constitution 8 (3 Levels Part of Adept Quality)

Intelligence 4

Perception 4

Willpower 6

Qualities (20 + 7 from Drawbacks) = 26

Acute Sense (Hearing) (Part of Adept Quality) (2)

Acute Sense (Sight) (Part of Adept Quality) (2)

Adept (15)

Attractive +2 (2)

Enchanted Item (Katana) (12)

Fast Reaction Time (Part of Adept Quality) (2)

Hard to Kill 8 (3 Levels Part of Adept Quality)

Nerves of Steel (3)

Situational Awareness (2)

The Sight (Part of Adept Quality) (3)

Drawbacks (11) = 11

Adversary (Lots) (5 Levels Part of Adept Quality)  (8)

Covetous (Greedy) (1)

Honorable (2)

Obligation (Total) (Part of Adept Quality) (3)

Showoff (2)

Skills (20 + 2 from Drawbacks) = 23

Acrobatics: 7    Knowledge: 0

Art: 0                   Kung Fu: 9

Computers: 0    Languages: 3

Crime: 8 + 3   Mr. Fix-It: 0



Doctor: 2    Notice: 5

Driving: 4    Occultism: 6

Getting Medieval: 10    Science: 8

Gun Fu: 8    Sports: 0

Influence: 4    Wild Card: 0

Maneuvers       Bonus Base Damage    Notes

Catch Weapon 11 None Ranged Defense Action

Dodge 17 None Defense Action

Double Jump Kick 12 None Defense Action

Grapple 14 None Resisted by Dodge

Jump Kick 13 21 Bash

Katana 22 36  Slash/stab

(Decapitation) 17 36  x5 Damage

Kick 11 18 Bash

(Groin Kick) 8 18 Bash

Parry 12 None Defense Action

Parry Ranged 10 None Defense Action

Punch 12 12 Slash/stab

Spin Kick 10 16 Bash

Stake 17 16  Slash/stab

(Through the Heart) 14 16  x5 vs. vamps

Sweep Kick 11 6 Bash

Sword 17 32  Slash/stab

(Decapitation) 12 32  x5 Damage

Thrown Stake 11 10   Slash/stab

(Through the Heart) 10 10   x5 vs. vamps

Toss 8 6     Bash; must Grapple first

Whirlwind Sword 18 36     Attack & Defense Action

Background on Forest Demon

             I was born some sixty years in the future in the dark shadows of Seattle. Apart from working as

an independent gun-for-hire, he was also a high level member in the tongs of his city. The Golden Fists.

            Due to the dangerous nature of working the streets and for the large corporations black book

operations, having an alias became essential to survival and so Forest Demon was born.

            Lin has the ability to channel magic into his body, enhancing his physical abilities. He can pour

magic into his hands making them dangerous weapons. Each Physical Adept can channel his magic in

different ways into his body, so the results for each may be different.

            During his time in the future Lin has learned Japanese, English, Chinese and some of the demon

languages. He is skilled with all manner of firearms, but still falls back on his martial arts skills.



            Lin Kuei wields a magical sword, crafted for him by a sorcerer from the future, using the advanced

technology and magic to make it a truly fine blade. The katana is bound to his magical aura and so will

not function for anyone else.

            In the future Lin is from dragons walk the earth and powerful companies control governments. In

his time he has fought many different creatures from vampires, werebears, barghests and powerful spirits

and magicians.

            Lin Kuei doesn't know how he arrived in the present, but he is determined to make the best of it. 

Quote: “Honor's not in the weapon. It's in the man!” 

Roleplaying Forest Demon

You have worked hard for many years to learn and improve your powers. The streets in the future are not

kind and most of your life has been spent working on jobs deemed to messy for the corporate agents. 

            You are intrigued at being this chosen warrior of the people, the fighting and killing. Though you

do like the power the magic gives you, being stronger, athletic and faster. 

  Background on Forest Demon's Magical Weapon Focus Katana

            Lin Kuei's magical katana is forged with the advanced metallurgy and magical techniques of his

world in the future. The katana can be wielded either one or two handed. The katana is bound to Lin's

aura and so will only work for him, in anyone else's hands the sword is just a tough, sharp blade.

Appearance: This potent item is a finely forged katana sword.

Power Level: 6

Effect: The sword is a most potent offensive and defensive enchanted item. The wielder gains a +5

bonus to Getting Medieval. The advanced materials made the weapon slightly more resistant to damage

and give it a strong keen edge that can cut through armor like butter. This magical katana does a base

damage of 4 x (Strength +1) points of (Slash/stab). The sword will also activate the vulnerabilities and

weaknesses of anyone wounded by it (at the Director's discretion resulting in anything from a -1 to -3

penalty to all actions, to whatever he deems appropriate). If someone wanted to use the katana's full

range of powers they would need to be a magician and it would cost them 10 experience points to bond it

to their aura.
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